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Abstract: 

Gamma-ray  bursts  are  observed  across  the  electromagnetic  spectrum,  and  modeling  their
broadband emission with different models has led to many new insights into the physics behind
these phenomena of origin. The light curves and spectra at various observing frequencies have
also  provided  clues  to  their  immediate  environment.  To  find  more  information  regarding  the
immediate  environment  photometry  and  spectroscopy  of  Grb  afterglow  is  studied.  We  get
information like gas, dust content in the host,  redshift, properties of the jets which are producing
the emission.   The intensity  tracking property  of  GRB light  curve of  single peaked GRBs are
independent component which can exist in late pulses too.
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Introduction:

Gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are known as the most luminous and highly energetic explosion in the
Universe. The total isotropic energy of for a particular GRB can reach upto 1054 erg. Long-duration
GRBs generally have soft-spectrum and are associated with supernovae (SNe) Ib/c

Because of the complicated phenomenon and occurence at high distance from earth, the origin of
gamma-ray burst (GRB) prompt emission is still so now far from being fully understood. Still now
we are unable to fully understand the mechanisms behind powering and launching the jet and jet
energy dissipation processes. Also we need to know more about the phenomenon responsible for
the dominant radiative mechanisms of the observed hard X-ray and γ-ray emission. We can think
of restarting all understanding the phenonmenas at a imporved characterization of prompt spectra.
Spectra can give information  regarding energy dissipation and jet compositon and discrimination
between them in theoretical explaination.

Light curves of hundreds of GRBs were observed. Most of the GRBs have multi peak lightcurve
and only a few showed lightcurve with single peak structure that can be studied. 

The band function properties like power law index, alpha and beta, fit to a single GRB spectrum
over the entire duration. The peak energy of a Band function fit  to a single spectrum over the
duration of the burst, in a energy range of keV. In the fermi catalogue for all the GBM GRB, LAT
Low-Energy events (LLE) are automatically produced, if the GBM GRB has a position within 90
degrees of the LAT bore sight. LLE data generates for a given position in the sky (RA, DEC) and
for a given interval of time (T0, T1) corresponding to the each GBM Burst.
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In 2008, when GBM (Gamma-ray Burst Moniter) onboard Fermi was launched. In just 2 years after
its launch it detected over 300 GRBs. Out of these 300 GRBs only 12 has energy more than 100
MeV, so were detected by LAT (Large Area Telescope).  LAT works for more than 100 MeV range
and Gamma-ray Burst Telescope (GBM) works in energy range of 8keV and 40 MeV. If the analysis
is perfomed between 30 MeV to 100 MeV joining the two instruments’ energy ranges. This is called
LAT  Low-Energy  (LLE)  technique.  This  help  to  obtain  GRB  prompt  emission  spectral
characteristics in a much better way.

 
Observations:

Fermi gamma ray observatory has observed GRB 110721A, was a very bright event for first 8 s
with initial peak energy of 15 MeV which make it record breaking event (Axelsson, 2012)1. The
duration of this burst is 24.5 s and the light curve has predominaly single peaked with FRED (fast
rise, exponential decay)  pulse at the end of emission.

Blinnikov et al (1993) have suggested that a nonthermal looking spectrum of GRB can be formed
due to superimpostion of different thermal bb spectra. They purposed a model for GRB spectrum
formation  based  on  this  method.  The  brightness  temperature  of  GRB can be  found  relations
described by kelberia et at in 2005. 

Also modeling and fitting of light curves gives us Ep, and we can find Eiso using Ep using Amati or
Ghirlanda relation. According to Band & Robert (2005) had analysed 760 BATSE GRBs and found
that only 12 out of 760 burst violets the Ghirlanda’s relation. They also found the Amati relation
inconsistent.

The error analysis in the fitting can be analysed using the “data reduction and error analysis” by
Philip  R.  Bevington.  Altogether  while  plotting  and  fitting  band  function  we  should  keep  in  my
observation of Oganesyan (2017) that a soft X-ray spectrum can give higher energy photon due to
pileup effect of two or more low-energy photons. They show similar results when they extended
their research for 34 more GRBs (Oganesyan et al. 2017).

Spectral fitting results also depends on used energy interval for example for a wider interval  α
becomes wider and it gives a softer   β. A lower energy interval can give differnet results  (stern et
al. 2004). LAT and GBM data has a large energy gap between them, we need advanced techniqes
to overcome this gap. One of the technique is given by Omedei (2010).

Band et at (1992) had found a correlation between long and hardness of GRBs, whereas the
cosmological model predicts that due to cosmogical redshift  and time dilation, the fainter burst
should be longer and softer.

Presenting a carefull study of Light curves of year 2011-12, we come across few GRBs that can be
studied for a single peak analysis. The Table is given as follows:
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Table 1: 1st column show GRB name, 2nd column represents whether LAT_lle data is available for
this GRB or not. 4th column represents type of peak. 5th column represents redshift

Light curves for single peaked GRBs are shown here-

Figure 1: Showing the quicklook data for GRB 110328B
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Figure 2: Showing the quicklook data for GRB 110721A.

Figure 3: Showing the quicklook data for GRB 110731A
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Figure 4: Quicklook data for GRB 120709A. Shows a single peak.

Figure 5: Showing the quicklook data for GRB 121011A.
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Results and discussion:

The  GRBs  spectra  can  be  fitted  with  different  models,  that  gives  new insights  in  finding  the
phenomena of the origin of GRBs. The spectra and light curves at various observing frequencies
have  also  provided  clues  to  their  surrounding  environment.  The  immediate  environment
photometry and spectroscopy of GRB afterglow can provide more information. Information like gas,
dust content in the host, redshift, properties of the jets which are producing the emission can also
be obtained by afterglows. 
Light Curves (LCs) are plotted between time and count rate for these GRBs. They don’t show any
pattern generally but few GRBs seemed to have similar patterns having a single peak in their LCs.
They can be thought of having same sort of origin. Also single-pulse GRBs suggest that intensity
tracking is an independent component, which may operate in some late pulses too.
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